ISA Maharashtra Section
Presents
ISAMS SYWL C’24

Dr. S. Geetha
Former Programme Director
Space Transportations System
Vikram Sarabhai Space Center, Thiruvanthampuram

Topic:
Challenges in Chandrayan Mission

Time:
05.00 pm - 06.00 pm

VENUE
Neelam The Grand,
Calangute, Goa [4 star Hotel]

DATE
June 14 June 2024, Friday

Platinum Sponsor:
PYRO ELECTRIC

Silver Sponsor:
SUPERTECH INSTRUMENTATION SERVICES (I) PVT. LTD.

SCAN TO REGISTER
ISA Maharashtra Section Presents

ISAMS YWLC '24

Mr. Dinesh Israni
Founder, Naman Angels India Foundation

Topic:
Reverse Brainstorming

Time
11.30 am - 01.00 pm

VENUE
Neelam The Grand,
Calangute, Goa [4 star Hotel]

DATE
June 15 June 2024, Saturday

Platinum Sponsor:
PYRO ELECTRIC

Silver Sponsor:
SUPERTECH
INSTRUMENTATION SERVICES (I) PVT. LTD.

SCAN TO REGISTER
ISA Maharashtra Section Presents

ISAMSYWL C ’24

Shri. Chandrashekhar Limaye
Chairman & Managing Director
Supertech Instrumentation Services (I) Pvt. Ltd.

Topic:
Evolution of Process Automation Systems

Time: 09.30 am - 10.30 am

VENUE
Neelam The Grand,
Calangute, Goa [4 star Hotel]

DATE
June 15, June 2024, Saturday

Platinum Sponsor:
PYRO ELECTRIC

Silver Sponsor:
SUPERTECH
INSTRUMENTATION SERVICES (I) PVT. LTD.

SCAN TO REGISTER
ISA Maharashtra Section
Presents
ISA MSY WLC ’24
ISA Maharashtra Section’s Students Young Professionals Women in Engineering Life Members Congress 2024
Building the future with Automation

ISA Student Member: 5000 INR
ISA Young Professionals and Professional Member: 7500 INR
Non-ISA Student Member: 6500 INR
Non-ISA Member: 10000 INR

Embrace the exclusive early bird discount by registering before May 25, 2024

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS
1. TED TALKS
2. BREAKOUT SESSION
3. FIELD TRIP
4. SESSION ON SOFT-SKILLS, CRITICAL THINKING, ENTREPRENEURSHIP, INSPIRATIONAL TALKS
5. FUN ACTIVITIES, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, DJ NIGHT, GALA DINNER AND MUCH MORE.

DATE
June 14-16, 2024

VENUE
Neelam The Grand, Calangute, Goa [4 star Hotel]